
Comprehensive Estate Planning, Asset Protect ion, Business Structuring

Funding a Revocable Living Trust

Don't Neglect Funding
A primary reason a client establishes a Revocable
Living Trust (RLT) is to avoid the time and expense
of probate court. Probate will easily take 4
months and $7500 in an uncontested estate; at
least triple the time and quintuple the cost if it's
contested. If the client's assets never get
transferred to the RLT, despite good intentions,
they will likely be probated when the client dies.
This will be a serious disappointment to the
client's children, heirs, and beneficiaries-
otherwise known as prospective plaintiffs!
Had the RLT been properly funded, these
problems would have been averted and assets
preserved.

Funding can take time and be an administrative
hassle, so it's no wonder it often does not happen
if clients are left to do it of their own accord.
Attorneys are known for preparing detailed trust
funding instructions for every conceivable type of
asset, and clients are about as prone to read
those lengthy instructions as they are to reading
their mutual fund prospectus!

The advisor who understands what assets belong
in the RLT and helps clients with funding, provides
an incredible value to them, which they will see
and appreciate as the process progresses. We
make a point to educate clients about the need
for trust funding and assist them in every possible

Real Estate & ProbateReal Estate & Probate
Real Property requires formal probate
under Utah and Idaho law unless it passes
via a joint tenancy, a transfer on death
deed, a business entity, or a trust. Best
option is the RLT.
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way to make that happen.

Contact or Connect

Assets to Transfer to the RLT and Mechanism

Home - via a transfer deed (Quit Claim), record with County Recorder
Vacation Home - via a transfer deed (Quit Claim), record with County Recorder
Investment Accounts - change of ownership form/Trust Certificate submitted to Custodian
Life Insurance - Beneficiary = trustee/successor trustee; submit change form to Carrier
Automobiles - transfer title with a visit to the DMV (discuss Utah law with lawyer first)
Personal Property - assignment within trust document; record on trust schedule
LLC Interests/Corporate Stock - transfer of interest/shares to trustee (check company docs)

Be Careful With:

Tax-qualified investments
Changing the owner of an

IRA/401k/403b to the trustee can
have adverse consequences when
the client dies. Most of the time,
we recommend the spouse be the
primary beneficiary and the trust

the contingent.

A Bad IdeaA Bad Idea
Clients sometimes ask if they should put their
home in a limited liability company to protect it.
They should not. Doing so changes the owner of
the home from an individual to a business entity.
It jeopardizes their homestead exemption. They
lose their capital gain deduction. Insurance is
more expensive. The mortgage company can
accelerate the note. The home business
deduction may no longer be available.

There are much better ways to protect one's
home, which is often the most valuable asset.

From Our Clients:
“David and his team spent hours with me helping me understand unfamiliar words and
making critical decisions when creating my new will and trust. I know how important a
will is since my first husband passed away early in our marriage. I revised my will and
created a trust with David’s help. He and his assistant came to my home (extremely
convenient) when I was ready to sign the papers. I would recommend David to anyone
looking to make a will for their first time, or changing their current one. It has brought me
immeasurable peace of mind.”
-Marcie Lyons, Owner Glow Dough
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Bell Canyon Executive Suites
10708 South 1300 East, Suite 109
Sandy, Utah 84094
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call us at 801.613.8529
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